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1. NAME OF PROPERTY 

HISTORIC NAME: Warren School 
OTHER NAME/SITE NUMBER: N/A 

2. LOCATION 

STREET & NUMBER: 312 County Road 1515 
CITY OR TOWN: Warren 
STATE:Texas CODE: TX COUNTY: Tyler CODE: 457 

NOT FOR PUBLICATION: N/A 

VICINITY: N/A 
ZIP CODE: 77664 

3. STATE/FEDERAL AGENCY CERTIFICATION 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, I hereby certify that this (_x_noniination) ( request for 
determination of eligibility) meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the 
procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property ( jc. meets) ( _ does not meet) the National 
Register criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant ( _ nationally) ( _ statewide) ( _x_ locally). ( See continuation sheet for 
additional comments.) 

Signature of certifying official 

State Historic Preservation Officer. Texas Historical Commission 
State or Federal agency and bureau 

Date ' ' 

In my opinion, the property meets does not meet the National Register criteria. ( See continuation sheet for additional comments.) 

Signature of commenting or other official Date 

State or Federal agency and bureau 

4. NATIONAL PARK S E R V I C E CERTIFICATION 

I herew certify that this property is: nature of the 

entered in the National Register 
See continuation sheet. 

detennined eligible for the National Register 
See continuation sheet 

determined not eligible for the National Register 

removed from the National Register 

Date of Action 

other (explain): 
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5. CLASSIFICATION 

OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY: PUBLIC/local 

CATEGORY OF PROPERTY: Building 

NUMBER OF RESOURCES WITHIN PROPERTY: CONTRIBUTING NONCONTRIBUTING 

1 
0 
0 
0 

0 BUILDINGS 

0 SITES 

0 STRUCTURES 

0 OBJECTS 

1 0 TOTAL 

NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES PREVIOUSLY LISTED IN THE NATIONAL REGISTER: 0 

NAME OF RELATED MULTIPLE PROPERTY LISTING: N/A 

6. FUNCTION OR USE 

HISTORIC FUNCTIONS: EDUCATION: school 

CURRENT FUNCTIONS: VACANT/NOT IN USE: storage for school district 

7, DESCRIPTION 

ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION: LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS: Italian Renaissance 

MATERIALS: FOUNDATION CONCRETE 
WALLS B R I C K , C A S T STONE 
ROOF A S P H A L T 

OTHER GLASS 

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (see continuation sheets 7-5 through 7-10). 
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Summary Description 

The two-toned brick Warren School, completed in 1935, has an E-shaped plan, with the main, east fafade a long 
series of nine-over-nine double-hung windows flanking an entry pavilion with Italian Renaissance Revival 
detailing. Simple geometric designs in the contrasting orange and cream colors of brick carry the simple style 
throughout the rest of the building's exterior, which is in good condition despite missing panes of glass in the 
windows. Although currently used for school district storage, the district, area residents, and aliunni wish to 
stabilize and rehabilitate the building for community use. The 1936 Warren Gymnasium is located just north of 
the main building. Although changed somewhat from its original appearance, its two-toned constmction and 
relationship to the main school building still convey its original role as an addition to the growing school. In 
addition, a small boiler house on the east side of the main building remains from the early 1940s. These 
buildings are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places at the local level of significance 
under Criterion A for Education and Criterion C for Architecture. 

Main (East) Elevation 

The symmetrical east fa9ade of the Warren School building consists of seven bays and is divided into five 
sections: the two outermost bays and the central entry pavilion projecting slightly from the long mid-sections in 
between them. The primary material of the building's exterior is brick, but the architects employed contrasting 
orange and cream colored bricks in their design. The two outer bays and entry pavilion feature stone omament 
including fluted pilasters, which are imitated on the mid-sections by lighter bricks framing each window 
opening. 

The two outermost bays project forward slightly, and the stepped parapet wall is also somewhat higher than the 
main roof Central to these outer bays is a modified Greek cross element created by light-colored bricks set in 
soldier and header courses inlaid in the mnning bond of the darker bricks. At the void outside each comer of the 
cross is a square of cast stone. Pairs of fluted stone pilasters flank the cross element. The broken bases of the 
ums that once adomed each stepped pilaster capital can still be seen. Stone and light bricks frame the bay, with 
a brick base, stone base for each pilaster, unadorned stone frieze between the pilasters at the roofline, and 
lighter brick on the outer walls. Outside the pilasters at the roofline, soldier courses of the lighter bricks finish 
the visual frame. 

Central to the fa9ade, and separated from the outer bays by two long bays of windows, the entry pavilion 
features the most elaborate detailing. Corresponding to the outer bays, the central bay is flanked by paired, 
fluted pilasters. Two sets comprise the outer edges of this middle secfion of the elevation; two more pairs flank 
the entryway. Between the pairs on either side of the doorway is a single nine-over-nine double-hung window 
that matches the others on the facade, with dark brick headers framing the window and a span of light bricks set 
in a soldier course above the windows. This band confinues across the frontispiece, seem to mn behind the 
pilasters and only stopping at the spring points of the stone arch in the very center of the fa9ade. Above each 
window, a stone cartouche features has relief of a shallow um within concentric circles. The cartouche is 
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encircled in headers of dark brick set into the dark brick panel between the soldier course above the windows 
and a band of smooth, light-colored stone that mns across the entry pavilion at the same level as the soldier 
course along the roofline of the remainder of the facade. Above this and centered above the cartouches are stone 
panels ouUined in headers of the light brick, set into a dark brick panel. The stone panels convey the date of the 
building's constmction, with "19" on the left panel and "35" on the right p£inel. Above these and mnning along 
the roofline is a second band of smooth, light-colored stone. The simple comice line steps up at the center of the 
entryway, above the arch, with a flared pediment. Below the pediment and at the same level as the date panels, a 
wide panel of stone inscribed with "WARREN SCHOOL" is framed in light brick. The arch below has a simple 
profile, adomed only in a small curvilinear keystone. Below the arch, a stone entablature with simple comice, 
unadomed frieze, and architrave rests atop two columns on the inside, and two engaged, half-round columns on 
the outer edges, tucked behind the fluted pilasters that extend the full height of the entry. The columns and 
engaged columns rest on simple stone or concrete plinths, have simple bases, smooth shafts, and Corinthian 
capitals. Typical to Italian Renaissance Revival, the doors are recessed behind this decorative display. Covered 
in plywood, the double doors are wood fi-ame. A transom spans them with two rows of 11 lights, the glass still 
in place. It is framed in a light-brick soldier course that echoes that which spans the windows on the rest of the 
fa9ade. The light-colored stone base of the entry pavilion matches the light brick used on the remainder of the 
building (and the stone used on the outer bays of the main fa9ade). A plaque placed within the entry on the right 
lists building constmction information, including the architects, contractor, and "Federal Emergency 
Administration of Public Works Project No. 2056." 

The length of fa9ade between the entry pavilion and the outermost sections each feature two bays of four nine-
over-nine double-hung windows. Ciurently, the lower half of each window is covered with plywood, although 
interior photos indicate the glass remains intact in many of the windows. Each window is set into a narrow 
frame of the darker brick, with a dark brick sill in rowlock bond. A soldier course of light-colored bricks spans 
each window, and these spans are intermpted by the vertical sections of light-colored bricks separating each 
window. Between these and above each window, a horizontally oriented rectangle of light bricks is inlaid into 
the dark brick panels. A soldier course of light-colored bricks mns the length of the bays, complemented by the 
light-colored brick band mnning the length of the building from the grotmd level to the window sill level. 
Between the two bays of each side of the fa9ade, a plain panel of the darker brick, set in mnning bond, matches 
the size and shape of the window openings, and even includes a rowlock "sill." The two-tone design emphasizes 
verticality, even with the long fa9ade, due to the repetition of the vertical windows spaced closely together and 
separated by the lighter colored brick elements. 

North Elevation 

If viewed in plan, the north wing's north elevation would be the base of the E. This elevafion consists of four 
bays, the first two of which are separated by a doorway at the end of the long hallway of the main interior 
hallway. As on the east elevation, each bay of the north fa9ade contains four nine-over-nine double-hung 
windows. Plywood covers the lower halves, and upper halves retain their muntins but not their glass. Each 
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window is framed in darker brick, with a soldier course of the lighter brick spanning them and a panel of dark 
brick with rectangle of light brick above. The entry is emphasized by a break in the roofline—a flared pediment 
of stone edged in light brick above a cartouche set into a panel of dark bricks. The cartouche features the same 
shallow um has relief omament as on the main fa9ade. Below a soldier course of light bricks, the doorway, 
recessed from the wall, is framed by dark bricks. A slight overhang projects out from the wall over the entry; 
the simple comice is supported by two curvilinear brackets. The two remaining bays of the north elevafion, the 
two on the right half of the fa9ade, are slightly recessed from the plane of the two bays flanking the entry; these 
were part of a 1936 addition. These bays on the right side repeat the pattem of four windows separated by a 
solid brick element that matches each window in shape and size. Vents appear within the first, fourth, sixth, 
ninth, 10th, and 15th panels above the windows and spaces between windows. 

West Elevation 

The west elevation is composed of five sections, with the first, third, and fifth in one forward plane, as the three 
ends of the E-shaped plan, and the second and fourth the recessed portions within the E, serving as walls within 
two courtyards within the negative space of the E. The west fa9ades are described here and within the courtyard 
descriptions that follow. 

The first section is a wall of darker brick framed within the lighter brick on the edges and base, with a single 
light brick soldier course wrapping around from the north elevation from the course spanning the windows. A 
similar band of soldier coursed light bricks wraps around below the parapet wall. Recessed from the main plain 
of this largely unadomed wall is a set of four concrete stairs leading to a door cut into the wall and accentuated 
only by a flat arch of dark bricks set in a soldier course of dark bricks spanning the doorway. 

The second section repeats the same use of brick: dark brick for the majority of the wall, with light brick at the 
base and in a band above windows and at roofline. Unlike on the north elevation, light brick is not used between 
the windows. From left to right, four windows identical to the majority of those on other elevations have 
plywood covering the lower halves, with the muntins and possibly some glass remaining in the upper halves. 
The window pattem changes after the fourth window, which is followed by a wider separation from a fifth 
window, which is also shorter in length than the others. It is a six-over-six double-hung window, also covered in 
plywood, and it corresponds to a bathroom inside the building. A downspout painted to match the light brick 
comes down from a conductor head between the first two windows and then again at the far left side of the wall 
after the fifth window. 

The third section is the west end of the auditorium inside the school. Other than the continuafion of the light and 
dark brick pattems, it is without omament. 

The fourth section is the mirror image of the second, with the six-over-six window on the left and the four nine-
over-nine windows grouped on the right side of the fa9ade. 
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Similarly, the fifth section of the west elevation mirrors the first, a dark brick wall trimmed in light brick and 
with a small recessed portion with largely unadomed doorway on the courtyard side. 

Courtyards on West Side of Building 

Looking west into the first, or northernmost, courtyard, a classroom wing with hallway along the courtyard is on 
the left, and the auditorium is on the right. A classroom and restroom are directly ahead. The hallway on the left 
features three nine-over-nine light windows that look out onto the courtyard (with plywood across lower 
halves). Three each of regularly spaced downspouts and vents aid in drainage from the roof behind the parapet 
wall. The wall straight ahead is as described under the second section of the west elevation above: The second 
section repeats the same use of brick: dark brick for the majority of the wall, with light brick at the base and in a 
band above windows and at roofline. From left to right, four windows identical to the majority of those on other 
elevations have plywood covering the lower halves, with the mimtins and possibly some glass remaining in the 
upper halves. The window pattem changes after the fourth window, which is followed by a wider separafion 
from a fifth window, which is also shorter in length than the others. It is a six-over-six double-hung window, 
also covered in plywood, and it corresponds to a bathroom inside the building. A downspout painted to match 
the light brick comes down from a conductor head between the first two windows and then again at the far left 
side of the wall after the fifth window. The auditorium on the right side of the courtyard features six nine-over-
nine windows and then a six-over-six at the westem most end; this last window corresponds to the backstage 
area. Again, vents and downspouts are regularly spaced along the elevation. 

The second, or southemmost courtyard, is a near mirror image of its counterpart as described above, although in 
addition to six windows plus a seventh corresponding to the backstage area, the auditorium also features a 
doorway from the backstage area. It is similar to those on the other wings of the E, this time with five concrete 
stairs leading to a paneled door with two-light transom above it. 

South Elevation 

The south elevation corresponds almost exactly to the north fa9ade, with four bays of four windows, and an 
entryway with a flared pediment rising slightly above the parapet wall between the two bays closest to the main, 
east elevation. Each window is framed in darker brick, with a soldier course of the lighter brick spanning them 
and a panel of dark brick with rectangle of light brick above. The entry is emphasized by a break in the 
roofline—a flared pediment of stone edged in light brick above a cartouche set into a panel of dark bricks. The 
cartouche features the same shallow um has relief omament as on the main fa9ade. Below a soldier course of 
light bricks, the doorway, recessed from the wall, is framed by dark bricks. A slight overhang projects out from 
the wall over the entry; the simple comice is supported by two curvilinear brackets. The two bays of the west 
side of the south elevafion, the two on the left half of the fa9ade that were part of the 1936 addifion, are slightly 
recessed from the plane of the two bays flanking the entry. Vents appear within the fifth, 10th, 11th, 14th, 16th, 
and 19th panels above the windows and spaces between windows. 
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Main Building Interior 

Although initially configured in a T-shaped plan, since 1936, a year after the initial construction, the main 
Warren School building has been E-shaped in plan, with the spine of the shape mnning south to north and the 
main entrance on the east fa9ade. This spine is the main volume of the building, and it is double loaded with 
classrooms and other spaces divided down the axis by a hallway that has doors at either end. Following the 
building's completion in 1935, the school district added two classrooms each on wings on the north and south 
ends of the hall, thus forming the top and bottom members of the E. These wings are single loaded, with 
classrooms along the outer walls and a hallway along the inner walls, each facing a courtyard. An auditorium 
makes up the middle member, the perpendicular element that once teed into the main hallway. It subdivides the 
west elevation into five sections, including two courtyards made by the three members of the E. 

Classrooms are largely used for school district storage, although how secure or suitable the conditions are is 
unknown due to the number of missing window panes. The auditorium, with white-painted walls, sfill retains its 
original detailing, from the simple profile of the proscenium arch to the high picture rail and the crown molding 
wrapping around the room at ceiling height. The original window configuration is still apparent, despite lower 
window panes being covered. Much of the building's original hardwood flooring remains. 

Gymnasium 

In 1936, when the district added four classrooms to the main school building, it also constmcted a building on 
the north side of it to be used for a gymnasium and vocational/agricultural classes. Built with the same two 
colors as the main building, the rectangular volume is primarily faced in the darker color brick, with the light 
color at its base to match the other building, in a band mnning around the building below the clerestory 
windows on its west elevation, and at the roof line, which is capped with simple coping. The east fa9ade 
features a low metal awning that hides a row of six square, six-light windows with light-color brick sills. 
Flanking the row of windows are two doors on the outer edges of the fa9ade. Three longer horizontally oriented 
windows serve as clerestories. The south elevation has no fenestration, but a grid of lighter bricks, with vents 
and a single cartouche echo the fenestration and contrasting bricks on the main school building. The west 
elevation featin̂ es two rows of eight square, six-light windows, one row just above the light-colored brick base, 
and one row of clerestories above the soldier course of light brick that provides some omamentation for the 
building. Downspouts providing drainage for the flat roof are spaced regularly on the west elevation, one at 
each outer edge, and one between the third and fourth and flfth and sixth windows. Historic photos indicate the 
fenestration pattems have changed somewhat over time. Also, the original entry on one side of the building, 
which featured a design more closely related to the main school's omament, has been removed. Although the 
gymnasium is still in use, it has been altered somewhat from its original design, most likely at the fime of the 
new building constmcfion in the 1950s. It is unclear what the extent of changes was, but the footprint is 
generally the same, as is its relafionship to the main building. Because of the alterations, the gymnasium is not 
being nominated at this fime. 
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Other Associated Elements 

A small brick building sits to the west of the main school building. Built in the early 1940s, it provided steam 
heat for the classrooms, replacing the previously used wood-burning stoves. Its current use is unknown, but its 
footprint remains the same. It is dark brick with light stone lintels above the door on the north side of the 
building and the window on the west side. The roof is a low-pitch gable and is covered in sheet metal. A guyed 
smokestack rises above it, and a series of sheet metal covered walkways mn between the boiler house and the 
main building. The boiler house is historic but not being nominated at this time. 

In addition to the walkways between the boiler house and the main building, other elements on the site include 
the 1950s-era school buildings as well as other buildings seen in the aerial photo for which we have no 
information. The home economics cottage and lunch room have been razed or removed from the site. 

Current Conditions 

The school district stopped using the 1935 school building as classroom space in 1988. It has since been used to 
store fumiture and other district materials. A number of windows are without glass, and the ums that once sat 
atop the pilasters on the main elevation are gone. Doors and windows are boarded up. The district and 
community, however, do have plans for the building and are raising funds to convert at least a portion of it to be 
used as a community center. Many of the active alumni remain in Tyler County. 
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8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

APPLICABLE NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA 

_X_ A PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH EVENTS THAT HAVE MADE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE BROAD 

PATTERNS OF OUR HISTORY. 

B PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LIVES OF PERSONS SIGNIFICANT IN OUR PAST. 

X_ C PROPERTY EMBODIES THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPE, PERIOD, OR METHOD OF 

CONSTRUCTION OR REPRESENTS T H E WORK OF A MASTER, OR POSSESSES H I G H ARTISTIC V A L U E , OR 

REPRESENTS A SIGNIFICANT A N D DISTINGUISHABLE ENTITY WHOSE COMPONENTS L A C K I N D I V I D U A L 

DISTINCTION. 

D PROPERTY HAS YIELDED, OR IS LIKELY TO YIELD, INFORMATION IMPORTANT FN PREHISTORY OR HISTORY. 

CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS: N/A 

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE: EDUCATION, ARCHITECTURE 

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE: 1935-1958 

SIGNIFICANT DATES: 1935 

SIGNIFICANT PERSON: N/A 

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: N/A 

ARCHITECT/BUILDER: Steinman, Steinman & Golemon/Herman Weber Constmcfion Co. 

NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE (see continuafion sheets 8-11 through 8-15). 

9. MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES 

BIBLIOGRAPHY (see continuafion sheets 9-16 through 9-17). 
PREVIOUS DOCUMENTATION ON FILE (NPS): N/A 

_ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested. 
_ previously listed in the National Register 
_ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
_ designated a National Historic Landmark 
_ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey # 
_ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # 

PRIMARY LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA: 

X State historic preservation office (Texas Historical Commission) 
_ Other state agency 
_ Federal agency 
_ Local govemment 
_ University 
_ Other ~ Specify Repository: 
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Summary of Significance 

The Warren School Building and Gymnasium represent a significant period in American history, as well as in 
Warren's history. The 1935 Warren School is the only building of its size and era remaining in the small East 
Texas community of Warren, located approximately 12 miles south of Woodville, the seat of Tyler County. 
Warren, which had a population just over 300 in the 2000 Census,' received federal assistance to constmct the 
school through the Public Works Administration, which also aided the county in remodeling its courthouse. 
Texas Planning Board records indicate the same architecture firm, Steinman, Steinman & Golemon of 
Beaumont, worked on both projects. 
The main building and its unique Italian Renaissance Revival style is the largest and perhaps only Nafional 
Register-eligible property within the community. Although Steirmian, Steirmian & Golemon designed several 
significant buildings during their careers, mainly in Beaumont and Houston, most of their recognized designs 
are Art Deco or Modem in style. Together the 1935 Warren School and 1936 Gymnasium are eligible for listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A for Education and Criterion C for Architecture, 
both at the local level of significance. 

Warren Schools 

Warren, Texas is located in central Tyler County, 12 miles south of Woodville, the coimty seat, and about 90 
miles north of the Texas Gulf Coast; Beaumont is the closest large city. The Warren School building is located 
two blocks west of the intersection of US Highway 69 and FM 1943 East on County Road 1515. The 
community began as a lumber mill town in 1883, the same year the Texas &. New Orleans Railroad arrived in 
Tyler County. By 1890, the population had reached almost 900. During the 20th centiuy, the population 
declined, dipping as low as 260 in the 1950s and 1960s but surpassing 300 in 1990. 

The Warren community organized a one-teacher school in 1881, and within 10 years added two more teachers. 
Legislation enacted in 1907 created the Warren Independent School District. In 1915, the school added a fourth 
teacher. Two years later, the New Jemsalem district merged into Warren, and the community used a horse-
drawn wagon as the first vehicle for transporting students to and from school. In 1919, the school district spent 
$10,000 constmcting a four-room brick building on the east side of the highway that bisects the community. 
Pineville schools consolidated into the Warren district in 1924; by this time, the school used a Ford tmck to 
transport these students to Warren. In 1931, Pipeline, Neal, Hyatt, and New Hope districts merged with Warren, 
fiirther enlarging the area served by the school. The district used several buildings on the south side of town as 
space for classrooms and other functions. ^ 

' Handbook of Texas Online, s.v. "Warren, Texas," http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/WW/hlw8.html (accessed 
December 4, 2007). 
* 1938 Warren School yearbook. 
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As part of the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, Warren and Woodville school districts and 
Tyler County received fimds for constmction projects. The Texas Planning Board administered the state's funds 
and projects, which included mapping, infrastmcture, agricultural programs, and building rehabilitation and 
constmction. That year, Tyler County received almost $70,000 to remodel the courthouse in Woodville, the 
Woodville school district received $7,000 to complete its football field, and the Warren school district received 
about $27,000 to build a new school and other facilities. Texas Plaiming Board records indicate the architectural 
firm of Steinman, Steinman & Golemon of Beaumont worked in some capacity on the courthouse project, and 
the plaque on the building states they served as designers of the school. Herman Weber Constmction Company 
served as contractors on the school. Although community tradition holds that CE. Goolsbee deeded almost 12 
acres to the school district for the project in 1934, school board minutes indicate that he deeded 11.75 acres to 
the district in Febmary 1934 but had received 7.8 acres from the district in January of that year.'' In any case, the 
site the school sits on today is 11.75 acres and is part of a larger campus composed of six other tracts of land 
owned by the district, totaling more than 30 contiguous acres of land, much of which was deeded to the district 
by CE. and Ella Goolsbee. Other individuals who deeded property over the years to the district include Louis 
and Lillian M. Bradberry.̂  

At the time the Warren School was built in 1935, the surrounding neighborhood consisted of residents, two 
cafes, a barber shop, dry cleaning establishment, two general stores, two gas stations/garages, post office, feed 
store, and several churches. Today, that same area no longer has a post office, but it does have several business 
and churches, as well as a number of residences in the immediate vicinity, with many more in the oufiying 
areas. 

In 1936, area voters approved bonds to add four rooms to the building, two on each wing. The two on the north 
wing were equipped for Business Administration courses, and the two on the south wing were for first and 
second grades. At this same time, the district added the building on the north side of the building that would be 
used as a gymnasium and for physical education and vocational/agricultural courses; this gymnasium was 
constmcted to match the main school building, with the same two colors of bricks and some similar but pared 
down decorative pattems. Also in 1936, Village Mills schools consolidated with the Warren district, and 
Hicksbaugh School started sending part of its students to Warren. This brought the total enrollment to 370 
elementary and 130 high school students.̂  

The district continued to add facilities over the next several years, with a homemaking/cafeteria building 
constmcted in 1939. All phases of taking care of the home, cooking, and sewing were taught in the 
homemaking part of the building. Hot lunches were served to the entire school. Sometime in the early 1940s, 

' Texas Planning Board, Box 017-21 at Texas State Archives, accessed November 2007. 
* Warren School Board minutes, 1934. 
' Tyler County Appraisal office maps and files. 
''1938 and 1941 Warren School yearbooks 
^1941 Warren School yearbook 
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the district built a boiler house, and steam heat replaced the wood-burning heaters previously used in each 
classroom.* Around 1945 or 1946, the district built a separate cafeteria building closer to and behind the main 
building. It was used until a new high school and cafeteria were built in 1951-52, at which time the former 
cafeteria became a space for use by a Boy Scout troop and as a nurses' station, and the main school building 
became the elementary school. Since the 1950s, both the homemaking and the 1945^6 cafeteria buildings have 
been razed or moved from the premises.̂  

Before the district stopped using the 1935 school building in 1988, the district and community regularly used 
the auditorium for a variety of programs. At one time, almost every Friday night a different class took 
responsibility for presenting some type of program to the entire school. Country-Westem bands, including Cliff 
Bruner, Moon Mulligan, Johimy and Jack, and others played there for a nominal fee. Senior class students used 
musicals to raise hands for trips at the end of the school year, and gospel music groups and "singings" were also 
periodically held in the space.'° 

In addition to academics, the school offered sports programs for its students. It originally had a six-man football 
team, which was discontinued due to lack of fimds during World War II ; it began again in the early 1950s. Both 
boys' and girls' basketball teams were very strong during the 1940s and 1950s, progressing frequently to 
regional and state playoffs during that era. The school also had volleyball and baseball teams. 

Federal Works Projects in East Texas 

A brief survey of other Public Works Administration projects in East Texas in 1935 shows that Tyler County 
received less than the counties surrounding it. Whether this was because of differences in population or because 
of local organization efforts or decision-making is unknown. Polk County, which borders Tyler County on the 
west, received more than $450,000 for 19 projects that included work in six school districts. Angelina County, 
to the north, received $980,050, including more than $150,000 for Luflcin ISD projects. To the north and east, 
Jasper and Sabine counties, which shared the Buna school district, had eight projects funded for a total of 
$140,600. Hardin County, to the south, received $473,000 for 13 projects, including work in two school 
districts. To the southeast, Jefferson County, by comparison a much more populous county than any of the 
above, received $16,415,330, with more than $210,000 for Port Arthur ISD, and numerous other projects like 
the $2,600,000 causeway and $116,000 seawall in the City of Port Arthur." 

Steinman, Steinman «& Golemon 

Interview with H.L. Gardner 
' 1941 Warren School yearbook and interview with B.C. Martin 
'° Notes from Dorothy C. Powell 
' ' Texas Plaiming Board files, Box 017-21, Texas State Archives 
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F.W. and D.E. Steinman were a father and son architectural team that worked out of Beaumont, Texas. Two 
years after completion of Warren School, they completed the Art Deco First National Bank building in 
Beaumont. Today it is a Recorded Texas Historic Landmark (designated 1989). F.W., at least, also worked on 
the design of the Art Deco Jack Brooks Federal Building, also in Beaumont. A frequent collaborator of the 
Steirunan team was Fred C. Stone, who is credited with the design of the Jefferson County Courthouse. 

Albert S. Golemon also seems to have begun his career in Beaumont in 1931. In 1946, he and partner Walter T. 
Rolfe moved their practice to Houston, eventually designing such Modem landmarks as the Medical Towers 
Building (1956), on which they collaborated with Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, and Houston Intercontinental 
Airport's Terminals A and B (1965), which they designed in partnership with George Pierce and Abel B. 
Pierce.'̂  A memorial booklet printed by Golemon & Rolfe, Architects in 1967 states that, "A number of the 
Southwest's most modem hospitals, churches and schools were designed by them. They reflect individuality 
and ftmctional efficiency. Golemon & Rolfe was one of the first architectural firms to research and 
recommended (sic) the compact type, year-round air conditioned school building for more efficient teacher and 
pupil performance."'̂  Albert S. Golemon served as a Chancellor of the College of Fellows with the American 
Institute of Architects.Following Rolfe's death in 1967 and Golemon's refirement, the firm of Golemon & 
Rolfe continued with Golemon's son as Harry Golemon Architects and then as STOA/Golemon/Bolullo.'^ 
Harry Golemon served on the Texas Historical Commission in the 1980s. 

Herman Weber Construction Company 

School board minutes do not specify selection of the contractor, but it is known that Herman Weber 
Constmction Company, which built the Warren School, operated out of Beaumont and built several schools in 
the area, including in Vidor, Hampshire, and Sour Lake.' 

Italian Renaissance Revival 

The Italian Renaissance Revival style was popular in the United States from around 1890 to 1935. Buildings in 
this style typically resembled Italian palazzos—symmetrical, with two or more stories, low-pitched hipped roofs 
with bracketed, overhanging eaves. Variations included flat roofs used on high-style houses, which often 
featured prominent, dentiled cornices and roof-line balustrades, with a msticated first floor and smooth finish on 
upper floors. These closely resembled Beaux Arts-style buildings from the same era.'̂  The Warren School is 

Space City Style, page 6. 
" Biographical sketch of Walter T. Rolfe from Alexander Architectural Archive, Walter T. Rolfe papers, 
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/taro/utaaa/00039-P.html, accessed summer 2007. 

History of TSA by Joel Bama, from Texas Society of Architects "Public Resources" page, http://www.texasarchitect.org/pubiic.php, 
accessed summer 2007. 

' Space City Style, page 6. 
Interview with Charles Weber. 
Virginia and Lee McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, pp. 396-405. 
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most noticeably different from the typical Italian Renaissance design in its massing. The long, single story 
design speaks to the availability of space on the generous 12-acre site and perhaps also to programmatic needs 
for the school. The symmetrical main facade and the entry pavilion with its recessed porch accentuated by 
classical columns supporting the arched opening, though, is very much in keeping with the Italian Renaissance 
designs. The flared pediment detailing on the parapet wall also closely resembles similar applicafions on other 
buildings of the style. 

Conclusion 

The Warren School is significant in its design and in its tie to area history. In addition to serving the dispersed 
families of Warren, the school also provided education to students from a number of mral communities in the 
area. As one of only three projects for Tyler County in 1935, the school represents the motivation of the school 
district to better its facilities, and the ability of the state and federal governments to assist communifies in 
financing greatly needed public projects such as the school. As a design of Steirmian, Steiimian & Golemon, the 
building is also important. Their prolific architectural careers diverged and included more substantial buildings 
and contemporary designs, but their broad range of projects in the region indicate their prominence in East 
Texas. The Warren School may be the only remaining school resulting from their collaboration, and it may also 
be the only one they designed in the Italian Renaissance Revival style. 

The 1935 Warren School is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A for 
Education and Criterion C for Architecture at the local level of significance. 
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10. GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 

ACREAGE OF PROPERTY: less than one acre 

UTM REFERENCES Zone Easting Northing 
1. 15 364781 3387442 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION Property includes 1935 school building and ground upon which it sits, 
including courtyards on west side, and extending approximately 10 feet from each fa9ade to sidewalk on north, 
covered walkway on west, including ramp at south entry, and including flag pole at east entry. 

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION Nominafion includes the 1935 Warren School Building and site. 

11. FORM PREPARED BY 

NAME/TITLE: Dorothy C. Powell, President 

ORGANIZATION: Warren High School Ex-Students Associafion DATE: October 20, 2007 

STREET & NUMBER: 2215 Hwy 69 South/PO Box 554 TELEPHONE: 409/283-2468 or 409/331-4001 

CITY OR TOWN: Woodville STATE: Texas ZIP CODE: 75979 

A D D I T I O N A L D O C U M E N T A T I O N 

CONTINUATION SHEETS 

MAPS (see continuation sheet Map-18) 

PHOTOGRAPHS (see continuation sheets Photos-22 through Photos-24) 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS (see continuation sheets Figure-19 through Figure-21) 

PROPERTY O W N E R 

NAME: Warren Independent School District 

STREET & NUMBER: 395 FM 3290 South TELEPHONE: 409/547-2241 

CITY OR TOWN: Warren STATE: Texas Z IP CODE: 77664 
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USGS map of Warren, Texas; courtesy MapCard.com, accessed December 9, 2007. 
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Aerial image of school courtesy Tyler County Appraisal Office. 1935 school building is E-shaped 
building, and Gymnasium is directly north of it. 
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1935 Warren School floor plan; provided by Dorothy C. Powell, 2007 
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1936 Warren Gymnasium; provided by Dorothy C. Powell, 2007. 
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MAIN BUILDING 
Tbe Hain Building of Taj-ren Public Scbools was b u i l t In 1935. Bonds were voted 
In 1936 to add four rooas to tbe main building, tvo In each wing. The two rooas 
on the North wing are esi>eclally equipped for Business Administration courses. 
The two rooms on the South wing are f i r s t and second grade rooms. The t o t a l 
cost of the building aod equipment was approximately $70,000. 

From 1941 Warren High School yearbook; note the ums atop each pilaster on main building and additional 
rectilinear volume and different window configuration of gymnasium. 

PHTSICAi KDDCATION-AGRlCnLTORE BUILDING 
A coBblnation Physical Idncation and Vocational Agriculture Building was con
structed i n 1936 at a coat of approximately $20,000. The combination farm-shop 
and agriculture classrooa la f u l l y equipped for a well rounded course im Voca
tional Agriculture. The hardwood floor of the gymnasium contains a f u l l sized 
basketball court. Larje dressing rooms are underneath the stands. 
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Building plaque, 2007. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Warren School 
Warren, Tyler County, Texas 
Photographers: Dorothy C. and Sherman R. Powell 
Date: May 14, 2007 

Negatives on file at Texas Historical Commission 

Photo 1 Front (east) elevation; photographer facing west 
Photo 2 Main (east) entryway; photographer facing west 
Photo 3 Southeast oblique; photographer facing northwest 
Photo 4 Partial west fa9ade; photographer facing northeast 
Photo 5 Northwest oblique; photographer facing southeast 
Photo 6 South elevation; photographer facing north 
Photo 7 Interior of auditorium; photographer facing southwest 
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